
TEACHERS CAN HELP SHAPE FUTURE CONDITIONS

THE EDI IS BEING USED ACROSS THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

How the Early Development Instrument (EDI) Serves Your Students

Our Children,  
Our Community,  
Our Change

DC education leaders picked a school readiness measure that ensures the full community can be
empowered in supporting young children before they enter school.  

TEACHERS ARE THE KEY TO GREAT EARLY CHILDHOOD INFORMATION
As pre-K 4 teachers, you are deeply familiar with your students’ abilities, strengths, and needs. The EDI
harnesses your expertise so that other leaders, residents, and coalitions can act on this knowledge –
and provide the full range of supports and services your students and families deserve throughout
early childhood and outside of school. 

A MEASURE TO FUEL COMMUNITY ACTION
The results present different community-level looks: the full city, by ward, by neighborhood cluster, and
disaggregated by race/ethnicity. Leaders across DC are using the EDI as a catalyst to change outcomes
before children enter school; for example, to advocate for increased birth-to-age 3 investments.

SCHOOLS CAN USE THE EDI FOR LOCAL CONVERSATIONS
As your school considers conversations with other community institutions, to understand families’
experiences, or to explore innovative ideas for bridging grades, use the EDI to guide these discussions.  

THE EDI IS HELPING SCHOOLS & TEACHERS
The EDI has been used to advocate for stronger and more strategic investments in infants and toddlers, to
point to the need for community supports (beyond schools) in assisting families, and in focusing on
equitable outcomes for all children.  

THE NEXT COLLECTION PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY
When you participate in the SY18-19 EDI collection, you’ll provide a picture of how DC’s support for young
children has changed over time. With this data, we can analyze how the city’s efforts aid children citywide,
by ward, by neighborhood cluster, and by subgroup – and where we need stronger supports.  

TEACHERS HAVE A ROLE TO PLAY
You’ll be trained on the EDI, which includes approximately 100 questions. (Questions include: “Does the
child comfort someone who is upset? Can the child hold a pencil?”) After the training, you'll complete the
checklist on each pre-K 4 student in an online portal.  
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THE EDI IS UNIQUE FROM OTHER ASSESSMENTS & MEASURES
The EDI does not measure teacher quality. It also does not evaluate a student for any specific outcome –
it’s not your curriculum assessment. It does map children to where they live (not their school), which
provides a picture of how the city as a whole can support young students.  

YOUR CONTINUED ENGAGEMENT CAN LEAD TO POWERFUL CHANGE
The EDI is a way for teachers to contribute to how leaders understand the needs of young children in
DC. Thank you for providing data that can fuel stronger outcomes before children enter school! 

We want to hear from you: What you think of the data? Who should see it? Reach out to
ourchildren@raisedc.org to continue engaging with us. 
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